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3Motivation
Porous Microstructure Analysis (PuMA) [1]
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[1] Ferguson et. al, PuMA: the Porous Microstructure Analysis software. 
SoftwareX (2017)
• Diffusion based on 
random walks
• No gas collisions or 
chemistry
• Basic surface chemistry 
(sticking model)
• OpenMP - Shared 
memory (runs on 
workstations)
Image credit: J. Ferguson (NASA)
SPARTA (DSMC code) [2]
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• Open-source DSMC solver initiated at SNL, currently co-
developed by Sandia and NASA with multiple users 
internationally and domestically: https://sparta.sandia.gov
• Distributed-memory MPI, spatially decomposed domain
• Portable: C++ (really object-oriented C style)
• Can be run from single processor to petascale.
• 3D, 2D or 2D-axisymmetric domains
• Cartesian, hierarchical grid with multiple levels of refinement
• Gas phase collisions and chemistry (HS, VHS, VSS, TCE, QK)
• Surface collisions and chemistry
• Embedded triangulated surfaces in grid (read from STL file)
• Has been used to run the largest (we think!) DSMC models up-
to-date, with up to 100 billion particles and billions of grid cells.
• However, code initially designed to handle ~100k surface 
elements (copy on each processor). [2] Plimpton et. al, Direct simulation Monte Carlo on 
petaflop supercomputers and beyond. Phys. Fluids (2019)
Image credit: M. 
Gallis (Sandia)
6Capabilities
Implicit surfaces in SPARTA
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• Geometry of individual elements inferred from 2D or 3D input 
file with pixel or voxel data (such as 2D Tiff or 3D Tiff stack = 
micro-CT data)
• Choice of threshold determines solid-gas boundary
• Triangulation of level-set surface computed by Marching 
Squares (MS; in 2D) or Marching Cubes (MC; in 3D) algorithms
• Up to 15 triangles per cell, entirely contained within grid cell
• MC is inherently parallel
• Implementation of MC in SPARTA includes topological and 
robustness enhancements to guarantee watertightness [3]
[3] Custodio et. al, An extended triangulation to the Marching Cubes 33 
algorithm. J. Braz. Comp. Soc. (2019)
Extended Marching Cubes 33 [3]
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[3] Custodio et. al, An extended triangulation to the Marching Cubes 33 
algorithm. J. Braz. Comp. Soc. (2019)
Distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)
Case 13.3 Case 13.5.1 Case 13.5.2
FiberForm Sample in SPARTA
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6 ply ADEPT weave Sample in SPARTA
10
4 mm
Ablation in SPARTA
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• Number reactive surface collisions tallied up over a set amount 
of timesteps
• “Ablate” command called periodically at set timestep interval
• Ablation commands decrements the corner point values of 
each grid cell containing porous material
• MS/MC reinvoked on the new corner point values
• Complex syncing operations take place during and after this 
process to ensure information is communicated between up to 
1000s of threads
• Load balancing in effect
• In situ SPARTA visualization was improved in order to viz 
ablation in real time and avoid expensive postprocessing
3D Cases (random surfs) Benchmarking
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Case (^3) # grid cells # tris # Broadwell cores
read 
method
total time 
(s) read %
create-surfs 
%
read time 
(s)
create-surfs 
time (s)
ablate time 
(s)
Memory 
used grid 
(GB)
Memory 
used surf 
(GB)
Memory 
used total 
(GB)
200 8.000E+06 2.537E+07
560
serial 1.954 67.970 32.031 1.328 0.626
NA
3.42 2.9 6.32
parallel 0.763 15.937 84.063 0.122 0.642
1120
serial 1.929 64.652 35.349 1.247 0.682
0.55
parallel 0.807 24.084 75.916 0.194 0.612
400 6.400E+07 2.040E+08
560
serial 15.722 68.859 31.141 10.826 4.896
NA
27.35 23.35 50.7
parallel 5.697 12.342 87.658 0.703 4.994
1120
serial 13.550 78.807 21.193 10.679 2.872
4.6
parallel 3.290 17.845 82.155 0.587 2.703
800 5.120E+08 1.636E+09
1120
serial 105.748 77.934 22.066 82.414 23.334
46
218.81 187.22 406.03
parallel 26.061 13.922 86.078 3.628 22.433
2240
serial 105.390 84.701 15.299 89.266 16.124
NA
parallel 16.553 17.070 82.930 2.826 13.728
1600 4.096E+09 1.310E+10 7000
serial 747.352 92.131 7.869 688.543 58.809
NA 1750.47 1499.18 3249.65
parallel 71.261 18.859 81.141 13.439 57.822
Ablation of FiberForm
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• 8003 sample = 512M grid cells
• 57.6M surf triangles
• Simple sticking probability oxidation 
model: O → CO
• On 2800 Broadwell cores:
– Initial setup: 8.6s
– Ablation: 1.7s per remesh
– Timestep with 50M O atoms: 0.2s/step
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Future Work
Advanced Surface Chemistry Models
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• New surface chemistry models based on molecular beam 
experiments from Minton at UM [4] have recently been 
developed at both UIUC/NASA [5] and UMN [6]
• Make use of Adsoprtion, Desorption, Eley-Rideal, Langmuir-
Hinshelwood, Sublimation, etc… reactions
• Surface reactions based on concentration within surface element
• Langmuir model for surface sites
• Framework of Marschall-MacLean-Driver similar to CFD (DPLR) 
was implemented in SPARTA [5]
• Next step: couple Advanced Surface Chemistry to Ablation
Adsorption Desorption Eley-Rideal
Langmuir-Hinshelwood 
Adsorption Formation Desorption
[4] Murray et. al, Inelastic and reactive scattering dynamics 
of hyperthermal O and O2 on hot vitreous carbon surfaces. J. 
Phys. Chem. C (2015)
[5] Gopalan et. al, Development and validation of a finite-rate 
model for carbon oxidation by atomic oxygen. Carbon (2018)
[6] Poovathingal et. al, Finite-rate oxidation model for carbon 
surfaces from molecular beam experiments. AIAA J. (2017)
Image credit: K. Gopalan (UIUC)
Image credit: Marschall, MacLean, Driver (NASA)
Surface Oxidation Rates [5]
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[5] Gopalan et. al, Development and validation of a finite-rate 
model for carbon oxidation by atomic oxygen. Carbon (2018)
The Ultimate Goal
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• Model Francesco’s 4D in-situ oxidation experiment from 
Switzerland that you just saw!
Image credit: F. Panerai (UIUC)
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